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I'm new to the game, and I've been trying to search around for an answer but I came up short. There seems to be no way to lock the door, does it? Last night I had an escape from captivity! :(Page 2 12 comments Mod locks for RimWorld Steam Workshop (en) Ludeon Forums Description This add-on
adds a new door locking system. Doors can be unlocked to allow enemies and prisoners to pass by (only races that have human intelligence or above). Note: In order to unlock/lock the door, the colonist must flick the door. The hard-hitting door will work as a constant for enemies and prisoners. Doors can
exclude visitors (want to block some traders?). Doors for pets can now be added to the doors. Doors can be assigned to colonists (you can simply limit the numbers of specific colonists without the permission of the area manager). New Work Flicking: Locking/Unlocking Doors, It Has a Higher Priority Than
The Usual Job Flicking. (We need doors to be mowed). How to use select door and left click Lock command if you want to unlock/lock the door. Click the right button for more options. You can also use the Lock Inspector tab. The performance of this mod has almost zero impact on performance. It's quick
and easy. Why would I want to do that? I created this mod to allow inmates to walk through doors while keeping the temperature indoors with a prison labor mod. You can use this mod to create heat/cold killboxes, lock traders inside, keeping the base safe from animals, but avoiding the destruction of
doors by pirates. You can also lock bedrooms for specific colonists. When this colonist is in the second camp base, no one will sleep in his bed. You can block the area from dirty vistors, or block them when a horde of animal hunter waits outside. Compatibility You can include this mod for old saves. You
can disable this mod from the saves, but first you need to clear all locks/unlocks (all translucent locks should not be visible). There may be compatibility issues with mods that add custom doors to custom security mechanics. Page 2 Credits You Can't Perform this action at this time. You've signed up with
another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. You subscribe to another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. We use additional third-party analytical cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create the best products. Learn more. We use additional third-party analytical
cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create the best products. You can always update your choices by clicking on Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, see we use important cookies to perform the main functions of the website, for example, they are
used to log in. Find out more Always Active We use analytical cookies to understand how you use our websites so we can make them better, for example, they are used to gather information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to accomplish the task. Find out more, I keep reading
about people who can lock doors, but I can't figure out how to do it. Cna Cna please give me a rundown? Thanks.Page 2 October 16, 2020, 07:09:21 AM Welcome, Guest Author Theme: 1.1 Locks (Read 51924 times) times) rimworld lock doors mod
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